
Our family was gifted plane tickets to return to the staters for the month of April. We were
there for about three weeks just visiting family. We were able to visit a few of our
supporting churches as well. It was a great time of refreshment as we came back to a
busy month preparing for the next surgical team. 

Our children spent most of their days working on their school work, playing with friends
from church, and learning a little more Spanish. The past sixteen months they've been
exposed to quite a bit of Spanish and are doing a great job learning it slowly. Jack was
very excited to share with us that during his class last week he understood the question
the teacher asked and answered it. Our church has started up their Wednesday night
classes (Soldiers of the Lord) again where the children memorize verses - all in Spanish!
We are proud of their hard work. 

Sarah has been busy helping to serve more in church. She recently signed up to work in
the 0-2 children's nursery. The normal pianist for our church is out of town, so Sarah has
also had the privilege to play the piano for the past two weeks during the Sunday and
Wednesday church services.  We are blessed with a wonderful church family here in
Honduras. Many people here are patient with us as we struggle through talking in
Spanish. They are also very giving! We were given homemade flour tortillas last week as a
special treat from a lady in our church. We just love our church! 

Jason and Sarah continue to work on Spanish, please pray for us as we try to move
toward more fluency. Another prayer request is that immigration would approve our
residency cards. It has been a sixteen month process. Jason needs this before he can
apply for his medical license. 
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May also brought a special addition to our
family. Meet "Duke" our little beagle puppy!
He was the last of his litter and we are so
excited to have him. He is a sweet little
thing! He won't be much a guard dog, but
will alert us if anyone comes to the house. 

Jack turn 13 in May! We are so proud of the
young man he is becoming!  
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 UPDATE

We are very excited as we prepare for our second surgical team coming in July!
People are already coming up to me in church and asking about loved ones that
need surgery. I have also already received a list of potential patients from the
hospital. Pray that the Lord will direct our paths as we choose our patients and
that their hearts would be open to hearing the Gospel.

The team in July has come together and will include a general surgeon and two
anesthesiologists. We also have some great nurses and OR techs that will be
ministering to our patients. Pray for their health and for their preparation as we
look forward to a full schedule of surgeries. 

We had the blessing to be able to prepare and send three pallets of supplies to
Honduras from the states. They are in route at this time. Included are a new C-arm
to use with orthopedic surgeries, along with many other donated items that will
help us work on patients. 

Pray our paperwork to go through for our
residency. 
Praise God for a full team to do surgeries in
July!
Pray for the surgical team and the
medical/optical brigade coming in July. 
Praise a great trip to the U.S. to visit our
family. 
Pray as Jason selects patients. 
Praise God for always suppling our needs. 
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PRAYER REQUESTS

Our support address is:
Medical Missions Outreach - Account #102

9200 Philadelphia Road, Baltimore, MD 21237

INSTAGRAM.COM/FRAZER_MISSIONS

DO YOU WANT TO BE
INVOLVED? 

Medical Professionals:
If you are a medical professional, you will form
a vital part of our clinical, dental, vision, or
surgical system (depending on your education
and experience). Registered nurses and those
holding advanced degrees will be used as
providers in our normal clinic settings. You will
be supported by other team members to help
you feel comfortable in this role, and you will be
equipped with the information and supplies
you need for each consultation.

You can go here: 
https://medical-outreach.com/get-
involved/rearick-surgical-center
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